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Dueling Dollars: The Story of Sacagawea's Journey'
I. INTRODUCTION
Canada and the United Kingdom had the sense to
withdraw the counterpart banknote from circulation when they
released their "dollar" coins.' Indeed, all major Western
economies now use a coin for transactions at, or often above, the
level at which the U.S. uses a $1 note.'
Unfortunately, America has resisted similar change
Rather, the schizophrenic U.S. dollar, unlike any other
denomination in America's monetary lineup, occupies two forms
at once: note and coin.5 As a consequence of the dollar's dual
existence, an interesting series of events surrounded the
1. Though most dictionaries, and even the U.S. Mint, pronounce the name as
"SAK-a-ja-wee-ah," many scholars believe the name should be pronounced
differently. Sacagawea Mispronounced, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, Aug. 16, 2000,
2000 WL 4372376. According to Gary Moulton, one of the nation's leading Lewis
and Clark scholars, the explorers' writings, which spelled the name phonetically,
suggest a different pronunciation. Id. Based on these writings, the name should be
pronounced "Sah-KAH-gah-wee-ah". Id. The first two syllables should rhyme with
the word "macaw" (the parrot) and the "g" in the third syllable should be hard, as in
"garden." Id. Scholars believe the name translates as "Bird Woman" in Hidatsa,
with the word "sacaga" meaning bird and "wea" meaning woman. Joanne
Boeckman, Sacagawea and Her Son, Jean Baptiste, Are Depicted on the Golden
Dollar, DES MOINES REG., Aug. 14,2000, LEXIS, News Library, DMOIRG File.
2. David Warsh, Hard Money, BOSTON GLOBE, June 4, 2000, at J1, J3. The
Canadian dollar coin, nicknamed a "loonie" for the loon depicted on the coin, began
production in 1987 (the Canadian dollar note was discontinued two years later). Bill
Sulon, Money Madness Consumers Hoard New 'Golden Dollar', PATRIOT-NEws
(Harrisburg, Pa.), May 29, 2000, 2000 WL 9347204. The Canadian two-dollar coin,
nicknamed a "toonie," began production in 1996 (the counterpart note was
immediately discontinued). Id.
3. Statement of L. Nye Stevens, Director, Federal Management and Workforce
Issues General Government Division: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs (July 14, 1995), available at LEXIS, Bankng Library,
GAOT File [hereinafter Statement of L. Nye Stevens].
4. Congress has been reluctant to choose one dollar over the other, due in large
part to the pressure of lobbying groups. A driving force behind America's co-
circulating dollar format is the "Save the Greenback" lobbying coalition. Warsh,
supra note 2, at J3. One of the major players in that coalition is Massachusetts Crane
Paper Co., the company that supplies the high-tech currency paper on which notes
are printed. Id.
5. The U.S. Department of the Treasury first issued paper currency in 1862 as a
result of a shortage of silver (used to make coins) and the need to finance the Civil
War. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, FAcTS & TRIVIA, at http://www.
bep.treas.gov/fact9.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2001).
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introduction of the Sacagawea dollar coin in 2000.6 To the surprise
of the banking industry, which had skeptically resisted the coin,
the public became engulfed in a Sacagawea collecting frenzy upon
the coin's release. Rather than banks and credit unions, however,
the nation's largest retailer served as the primary distribution
channel for the new coin.7 The story of the Sacagawea coin raises
questions about how America's monetary supply is - and should
be - structured and distributed.
This Note attempts to highlight an unusual event in our
numismatic history, exploring the story of the Sacagawea dollar
coin and the issues and controversy surrounding its release. The
Note will begin by explaining the importance of the dollar coin and
why Congress chose to launch a new dollar coin in 2000.8 The
Note will then explore the effort to design the new dollar coin.
Thereafter, the Note will describe the U.S. Mint's efforts to build
support for the new coin within the public and the retail and
financial industries, whose experience with the Susan B. Anthony
coin (SBA) biased many of them against a new dollar coin." The
Note will next focus on the Mint's retail partnerships, especially
the Wal-Mart arrangement, which the Mint used to bypass the
skeptical banking industry and inject a rapid infusion of golden
dollars directly into circulation.1 Not to be overlooked, the Note
will then highlight the success stories of several financial
institutions that managed to capitalize on the new dollar coin. 2
After which, the Note will reflect on the rise and fall of the public's
demand for the Sacagawea coin and inquire as to how new
6. The Mint officially introduced the Sacagawea golden dollar as the successor
to the Susan B. Anthony at a Philadelphia Mint ceremony on November 18, 1999.
Introductory Statement of John P. Mitchell, Acting Director of the United States Mint:
Hearing Before the House Subcomm. on Treasury, Postal Service, and General Gov't
on Apr. 27, 2000, 106th Cong. (2000), available at LEXIS, Bankng Library,
FEDNEW File [hereinafter Statement of John P. Mitchell]. Production on the new
coin began that same day. Id.
7. The coin was available on the Mint's website on January 27, 2000, and the
Wal-Mart distribution officially began on January 30,2000. See infra note 91.
8. See discussion infra Parts II, III.
9. See discussion infra Part IV.
10. See discussion infra Part V.A-B.
11. See discussion infra Part V.5, VI.
12. See discussion infra Part VII.
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denominations of coins should be initially released to the public.13
The Note concludes by urging the nation to reconsider its fondness
for the dollar note.4
II. THE CASE FOR A DOLLAR COIN
A. Coins Reduce Unnecessary Waste
For frequently exchanged denominations, like the dollar,
coins achieve a high degree of cost-cutting and waste-reducing
efficiency.'5 Though coins are more expensive to produce, coins
are more durable than notes, lasting approximately thirty years in
circulation, compared to only seventeen months for dollar notes. 6
Increased durability reduces annual printing costs and the physical
waste associated with the high turnover of notes. For example,
ninety-five percent of the notes printed each year are used to
replace notes already in circulation and forty-five percent of those
printed are dollar notes.' Further, approximately eighteen tons of
ink per day is used to print notes.'8
In light of the waste associated with the dollar note,
switching to a dollar coin would save taxpayers' money.
According to a 1995 Federal Reserve study, if the U.S. switched to
13. See discussion infra Part VIII, IX.
14. See discussion infra Part X.
15. For example, a $100 coin would be unnecessary, since that denomination is
not as frequently exchanged between parties as is a dollar. As a consequence, the
$100 bill does not become as quickly worn and tattered as the $1 bill. Hence, the
lifespan of a note depends on its denomination. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING, FAcrs & TRIVIA, supra note 5.
16. Frank Witsil, Consumers Keep Tight Hold on Dollar Coin, AUGUSTA CHRON.
(Augusta, Ga.), July 28,2000, LEXIS, News Library, AUGCHR File. A $5 note lasts
two years, a $10 note lasts three years, a $20 note lasts four years, and the $50 and
$100 notes last nine years. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, FACTS & TRIVIA,
supra note 5.
17. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, FACTS & TRIVIA, supra note 5.
Printing of notes occurs at the Fort Worth, Texas and the Washington, D.C. Bureau
of Engraving and Printing (BEP) facilities. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING,
CURRENCY FACTS, at http://www.bep.treas.gov/securityprinter.htm (last visited Feb.
10, 2001). During Fiscal Year 1999, BEP printed $11.3 billion in notes -
approximately $6 billion of which were dollar notes. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND
PRINTING, FACTS & TRIVIA, supra note 5.
18. BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, FACTS & TRIVIA, supra note 5.
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dollar coins, the government could save as much as $456 million
per year - roughly $13.5 billion over thirty years. 9 Specifically, the
conversion would save $128 million in printing costs per year and
lower Federal Reserve processing costs by $7 million per year
(since coins are easier to process than notes)." Though many
wallet-carrying Americans consider the dollar note to be more
convenient, the waste from dollar notes and the potential cost
savings associated with a switch to dollar coins is hard to ignore.
Even though total conversion from dollar notes to dollar coins is
not a Congressional objective, replacing as many notes with coins
as possible will save money and reduce waste.2
B. Coins Serve an Important Market
In addition to being environmentally and fiscally friendly,
dollar coins are particularly useful in the vending machine and
mass transit context.n Coins, given their durability, are ideally
suited for self-service vending machines, reducing the service costs
associated with frequently servicing bill validators, which often fall
19. Statement of L. Nye Stevens, supra note 3. The estimates are slightly out of
date, since they are based on an eight cent production cost per coin, compared to the
present production cost of twelve cents per Sacagawea coin. See id.; infra text
accompanying note 29. The estimate assumes that 25% of the demand for $1 notes
would be replaced by demand for $2 notes, and two $1 coins would replace each
remaining $1 note in circulation (hence, a 1.5 to I replacement rate of coins to notes).
Id. Both Canada and the United Kingdom experienced 1.6 to 1 ratios. Id. at n.3.
20. Id. In addition to the $128 million in printing savings and $7 million in lower
Federal Reserve processing costs, $536 million would be saved on interest costs due
to reduced borrowing resulting from the "seigniorage" (the spread between the cost
of producing a coin and the coin's face value) recognized by the coins. Id. These
savings would be offset by $215 million in lost interest earnings on $1 notes held by
the Federal Reserve. Id.
21. Acknowledging Americans' fondness for dollar notes, in addition to various
lobbying interests (see supra note 4), Congress and the Treasury have no plans to
discontinue printing paper dollars. Bill Sulon, Mint Will Roll Out Another Dollar
Coin, Sacagawea Picks Up Interest, PATRIOT-NEws (Harrisburg, Pa.), Jan. 21, 2000,
2000 WL 9331922. Indeed, over $6 billion in new dollar notes are put into circulation
each year. Id.
22. Eighteen major transit authorities, including New York, Chicago, Boston and
San Diego have made plans to upgrade their transit machines to accept the new
dollar coin. Bank Promotes Gold Coins U.S. Mint Attempting to Increase Circulation
of Sacagawea Dollars, PATRIOT-NEws (Harrisburg, Pa.), Aug. 27, 2000, 2000 WL
9358490. In fact, the Chicago transit system accepts only coins. Warsh, supra note 2,
at J3. The Boston mass transit, which has a fare of eighty-five cents and uses tokens
rather than tickets, may soon move to a $1 fare- a perfect fit for a dollar coin. Id.
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victim to wet, torn, or taped bills.' Indeed, the vending industry
loses as much as $3 billion per year when bill validators break
down or fail to accept a customer's payment - a problem that
would disappear if vending machine transactions were conducted
with dollar coins.' In fact, when Canada switched to its dollar
coin, Canadian merchants reported a 30% increase in vending
machine sales.3 Finally, the dollar coin would benefit businesses
that operate self-service kiosks by reducing the cost of handling
large quantities of dollar notes. The mass transit industry, for
example, could save as much as $100 million per year in reduced
processing costs associated with handling coins rather than notes.26
C. To Congress, Coins Mean Cash
Finally, the revenue generated from minting coins
represents a risk-free source of "easy money" for Congress.27
While the Bureau of Printing and Engraving sells notes to the
Federal Reserve for only 4.2¢ per dollar note, the U.S. Mint sells
23. Sulon, supra note 21. Richard Geerdes, President and CEO of the National
Automatic Merchandising Association, based in Chicago, admits that "[e]ffective
coinage is the lifeblood of the food and refreshment vending industry." Press
Release, United States Mint, US Mint Announces Alloy for New Golden Dollar
Coin (Oct. 5, 1999) (available at http://www.usmint.govlmintcprograms/
golden_dollarcoinindex.cfm?
action=alloy). Geerdes expressed his support of the Sacagawea coin, calling it "a
coin that meets the needs of both consumers and operators" in the vending industry.
Id.
24. The figure is an estimate from the National Automatic Merchandising
Association. Ellen Neuborne, $45 Million for One Buck, Bus. WK., Mar. 6,2000, at
146.
25. Steve Cranford, New Coin Unlikely Change?, Bus. J. OF CHARLOTTE, July 21,
2000, at 62 (the figure is from the National Automatic Merchandising Association).
26. People Still Hoarding Dollar Coins, Hous. CHRON., Aug. 25,2000, at 4C (the
figure is from James Benfield, director of the Coin Coalition). The savings would
result from no longer having to straighten out notes by hand. Id. The Coin Coalition
was formed by several groups, including the National Parking Association, the
International Car Wash Association, and the National Association of Convenience
Stores in order to urge greater use of the dollar coin. Suzanne White, New $5, $10
Bills Meet Enemy in Form of Unaccepting Vending Machines, DAILY PREss (Newport
News, Va.), May 31,2000,2000 WL 20721465.
27. A key to convincing Congress to pass the Dollar Coin Act was the "lure of
easy money for federal coffers." Greg Hassell, Sacagawea Guides Americans Back to
Dollar Coin, Hous. CHRON., Mar. 26, 2000, at 1D, 6D (quoting Philip Diehl, former
director of the Mint).
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coins to the Federal Reserve at face value and to the public at a
markup.' Since the Sacagawea coin costs only twelve cents per
coin to produce, Congress (via the Mint) realizes an eighty-eight
cent profit on each coin produced. 9 Hence, Congress has a direct
stake in seeing the dollar coin succeed.
III. WHY CONGRESS REPLACED THE SBA IN 2000
The SBA dollar coin, the predecessor to the Sacagawea
dollar coin commissioned in 1979, was Congress's last major
attempt to realize the benefits associated with the dollar coin.
Unfortunately, since the SBA was the same color, shape and size
as the quarter and had a similar reeded edge, many Americans
confused the SBA with a quarter and disliked it for that reason.30
Indeed, the SBA was the "Edsel" of American coinage; its design
was not particularly flattering, it was unpopular with the public,
and seeing one in general circulation was a most uncommon
event.31 Initial demand never reached expected levels and
stockpiles of SBA coins began to accumulate in Federal Reserve
vaults during the 1980s to the point where the Mint largely halted
production of the SBA.'
The SBA was not a total failure, however. Though it never
gained wide circulation, the SBA found a place in the vending
28. Anyone can buy coins directly from the Mint. Regular circulating finish
Sacagawea coins are available in rolls of twenty-five for $35.50, a significant markup
over face value. US Mint Catalog, at http://www.usmint.gov/catalog (last visited Feb.
10, 2001). Commemorative first day coin covers, featuring one coin, cost $19.95. Id.
29. Laura Casey, Dollar Coin Spending Time on Shelf, PREss DEMOCRAT (Santa
Rosa, Cal.), Sept. 17,2000,2000 WL 24339023. The Mint's revenues go back into the
U.S. Treasury, which become available for Congressional appropriation. The SBA
coin only costs nine cents to produce, resulting in a net profit of ninety-one cents per
coin. Neubome, supra note 24, at 146.
30. A "reeded edge" refers to the raised vertical grooves along the outside
circumference of a coin. The SBA also suffered from a lack of any promotional
efforts designed to encourage its use and the fact that the $1 note was not
simultaneously eliminated or even pared back. Statement of L. Nye Stevens, supra
note 3. To see a visual comparison of the SBA with the Sacagawea, visit
http:llwww.usmint.gov/mint-programs/golden-dollar-coin/index.cfn?action=
coinspecs (last visited Mar. 2,2001).
31. Hassell, supra note 27, at ID.
32. Id. The Mint spent $35,000 per year at one point to warehouse an excess
reserve of 122 million SBA coins. Id.
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machine market. In fact, due to increases in vending machine
points-of-sale, demand for dollar coins quadrupled from fifteen
million to sixty million per year in the mid-1990s 3 As demand
increased during the 1990s, the Mint estimated Federal Reserve
stockpiles of the SBA would be depleted by August 2000.'
Acknowledging the growing, albeit limited, demand for the dollar
coin and the several favorable advantages the coin presented over
the dollar note, Congress considered two options: either let the
Mint continue producing the SBA as is or create a better
successor.3 5  Since the failures of the SBA were obvious, and
potentially correctable, Congress chose to give the dollar coin
another chance. In 1997, Congress passed the United States $1
Coin Act, authorizing the U.S. Mint to begin production on a
replacement for the SBA.' Hence, Sacagawea's appearance in
2000 was not arbitrary; it replaced an unpopular predecessor
whose supplied had been depleted and was intended to encourage
greater utilization of dollar coins in America.
IV. CONGRESS TRIES AGAIN: THE STORY OF SACAGAWEA
Realizing that the failure of the SBA resulted from its
similarity to the quarter, Congress' first goal was to give the new
dollar coin a distinctive appearance. The Dollar Coin Act
required the new dollar coin to be gold in color to distinguish it
from quarters.' The Act also required the coin to have the same
33. Lorene Yue, U.S. Mint Director Says Wal-Mart Chosen to Help Stores Accept
Gold Coins, DETROIT FREE PRESS, Mar. 13,2000,2000 WL 16485914.
34. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6. Due to the accelerating demand,
SBA supplies were exhausted sooner than expected, and the Mint was forced to
produce an additional thirty-seven million 1999-dated SBA coins to meet demand.
Id. In 1997, when the Dollar Coin Act was signed, the Federal Reserve was releasing
six million SBA coins into circulation each month. Id.
35. See Yue, supra note 33. With no widely circulated denomination between the
one dollar and five dollar notes (the two dollar bill is not widely circulated), as prices
continue to rise, dollar coins should play an increasingly important role in the U.S.
marketplace.
36. United States $1 Coin Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-124, 111 Stat. 2534, 2536
(1997). The Act was introduced by Rep. Michael Castle of Delaware, chairman of
the House Banking Committee's monetary policy subcommittee. Hassell, supra note
27, at 6D. The power to mint coins is an express constitutional function of Congress.
U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8, cl. 5.
37. 31 U.S.C. § 5112(b) (Supp. IV 1998). Finding the right gold color was
2001] 585
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weight and dimensions as the SBA, as well as have the same
electromagnetic signature so that machines capable of accepting
the SBA would also accept the new coin.' Un-reeded edges were
chosen to distinguish the new coin from its predecessor and from
the quarter. 9
Though Congress usually exercises "jealous authority" over
the design of the nation's coins, in order to pass the Dollar Coin
Act quickly through Congress, for the first time in history
Congress delegated design issues to the U.S. Treasury.' Former
Treasury Director Robert Rubin passed the design torch to the
Dollar Coin Design Advisory Committee (DCDAC) with one
stipulation: the coin had to feature the likeness of a woman.41
Since a striking design would be key to gaining public acceptance
for a new dollar coin, the DCDAC undertook a major outreach
difficult, however, since most gold alloys give off a metallic signature unrecognizable
to fifteen million vending machines currently in use. Statement of John P. Mitchell,
supra note 6. A U.S. Treasury study in 1976 recommended that Congress make the
SBA coin gold to distinguish it from the quarter. Hassell, supra note 27, at 6D.
Congress unfortunately choose to ignore the Treasury study's advice.
38. See 31 U.S.C. § 5112(b) (Supp. IV 1998); Hassell, supra note 27, at 6D. The
coin is 8.1 grams in weight, 2 mm thick, and 26.5 millimeters in diameter. UNITED
STATES MINT, Design Specifications, at http://www.usmint.gov/mint.programs/
golden.dollarcoinlindex.cfm?action=coinspecs (last visited Feb 10, 2001)
[hereinafter Design Specifications].
39. "Unreeded" refers to a lack of vertical grooves along the outside
circumference of a coin. The Mint's consumer testing revealed that people could
easily distinguish the Sacagawea coin with its un-reeded edges from other coins by
touch alone. U.S. Mint Encourages Use of Golden Dollar on Ride To Work; Golden
Dollar Provides Immediate Convenience for Commuters' Vending Transactions, PR
NEwsWIRE, June 13, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File.
40. See Hassell, supra note 27, at 6D (quoting Philip Diehl, former Mint
director); 31 U.S.C. § 5112(d)(1) (Supp. IV 1998).
41. Hassell, supra note 27, at 6D. Susan B. Anthony was the first historical
woman to appear on a U.S. coin. Id. For political reasons, the Treasury thought the
new coin should also feature a prominent woman. Id. Many people, including the
Dollar Coin Act's sponsor, wanted the Statue of Liberty featured on the coin. Id.
The DCDAC, chaired by Mint Director Philip Diehl, included: Peggy Cooper Cafritz
(Vice Chair, President's Committee on the Arts and the Humanities), Hilario F.
Candela (President, Spillis, Candela & Partners, Inc., the largest architectural and
interior design firm in the southeast), Congressman Michael N. Castle (sponsor of the
Dollar Coin Act), Arthur Houghton III (President, American Numismatic Society),
Patricia McGuire (President, Trinity College), Constance Berry Newman (Under
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution), Gail Shaffer (Executive Director, Business
and Professional Women/U.S.A.), and Edward Vega (artist and sculptor). Press
Release, United States Mint, Dollar Coin Design Advisory Committee (Press Kit
available at http://www.usmint.gov/mintprograms/golden dollar_coinlindex.cfm?
action=gd-pressroom (last visited Mar. 3,2001)).
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program to involve the American public in the design process.
Hundreds of submitted designs were narrowed down to thirteen
finalists, which were posted to the Mint's website."2 Perhaps as an
early indicator of the public's enthusiasm for a new dollar coin, the
Mint's website received 11.7 million hits the day the designs were
announced.43 The Mint subsequently received over 120,000 emails
from Americans voicing their preferences."4
In the end, Sacagawea,45 the young Native American
woman who guided Meriwether Lewis and William Clark across
the Northern Plains and Pacific Northwest from 1804 to 1806, was
selected to grace the front of the coin.'M Sacagawea, more familiar
42. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
43. Id.
44. Id. In total, 121 obverse and reverse designs were submitted. Id. The Mint
consulted historians, artists, collectors, and elected officials on potential designs. Id.
45. Sacagawea, a Shoshone Indian, was kidnapped by the Hidatsa Indians around
age eleven and later sold to the Missouri River Mandans. Boeckman, supra note 1.
Soon thereafter, Sacagawea became the wife of French-Canadian fur trader
Toussaint Charbonneau. Id. Lewis and Clark hired Sacagawea and her husband to
guide them through the northwest territory. Id. Sacagawea, who was fifteen years
old and several months pregnant at the time of the expedition, was the only member
of the thirty-three person team who knew the trails through Shoshone territory and
who could speak Shoshone (as well as some other indigenous languages). Casey,
supra note 29. The Native American tribes encountered during the expedition were
curious towards the group, rather than hostile, since the presence of Sacagawea (a
young woman) and her child negated the assumption that the expedition was a war
party. Boeckman, supra note 1. Thanks to Sacagawea's presence, the expedition
never encountered any hostile action by the natives. Press Release, United States
Mint, An Historical Summary of Sacagawea (Press Kit available at
http://wwwv.usmint.gov/mintLprograms/golden.dollar-coin/index.cfn?action=gd-
pressroom (last visited Mar. 3, 2001)). Sacagawea taught the European explorers
how to identify the indigenous edible plants (which were unknown to the European-
American travelers), not to mention her brave feat of rescuing Clark's journals from
the Missouri whitewater when their boat capsized. Id.
46, No sketches of Sacagawea were ever found (William Clark's journal only said
that she had large eyes). Hassell, supra note 27, at 6D-7D. Glenna Goodacre, the
famous American sculptor who sculpted the Vietnam Woman's Memorial in
Washington D.C., was selected to create the mold of the coin. Id. at 7D. Goodacre
chose Randy'L He-dow Teton, a Shoshone Indian and a twenty-two year old student
at the University of New Mexico, to serve as the model for the coin (the design was
finished in 1998). Boeckman, supra note 1. The Mint paid Goodacre's commission
with 5,000 Sacagawea coins. Hassell, supra note 27, at 7D. The coin is unique in that
it departs from traditional design norms by showing three-quarters of the subject's
face, not merely a profile. Id. at 6D. The Mint held focus groups and consulted
Native American groups to assure the authenticity and acceptance of the Sacagawea
design, which was purposefully done to avoid representing Sacagawea in a Euro-
centric style. Statement of the U.S. Mint Director Jay W. Johnson: Hearing Before the
U.S. Senate Banking Committee Symposium on U.S. Coin Designs (Sept. 13, 2000),
2001] 587
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to older generations of Americans, is regarded as an American
heroine.' In fact, one historian claims that there are more statues
honoring Sacagawea than any other American woman."
The coin, which depicts Sacagawea carrying her two-month
old child, Jean Baptiste, is also the first American coin to depict a
child.49 The reverse of the coin features the traditional full-
spanned soaring bald eagle and seventeen stars, one star for each
state in existence at the time of the Lewis and Clark expedition."
V. GETTING SACAGAWEA TO THE PEOPLE
Since the new dollar coin supplements, rather than
replaces, the dollar note, the Mint hoped that wide circulation
would save Sacagawea from the fate of the SBA." Based on
Canada's experience with its dollar coin, the U.S. Mint knew the
Sacagawea coin would be hoarded for the first several months. 2
The Mint anticipated that this "power curve of public acceptance"
available at http://www.usmint.gov/pressroom/index.cfm?action=SearchResults and
http://www.senate.gov/-banking/coin2000/mint.htm) [hereinafter Statement of Jay W.
Johnson].
47. Press Release, United States Mint, An Historical Summary of Sacagawea,
supra note 45. Due to the 1996 book "Undaunted Courage" by Stephen E. Ambrose
(about the Lewis and Clark expedition) and the 1997 PBS program on Lewis and
Clark by Ken Burns, the historical importance of Sacagawea had been brought back
into the minds of many Americans. Id.
48. Id. The claim was made by historian Dayton Duncan. Id.
49. Alan Kline, Banks Feel Snubbed by Mint on Dollar Coin, AM. BANKER, Feb.
7, 2000, at 6. Sacagawea died around age twenty-five and is buried in Lander,
Wyoming. Boeckman, supra note 1. William Clark later adopted her baby, Jean
Baptiste. Casey, supra note 29.
50. U.S. Mint Encourages Use of Golden Dollar on Ride To Work, supra note 39.
The reverse of the coin was sculpted by U.S. Mint Sculptor Thomas D. Rogers, Sr.
Id. Rogers joined the Mint in 1991 and sculpted the Robert F. Kennedy Silver Dollar
(obverse side) and the Persian Gulf medal (obverse side), among others. About the
Artist: Thomas D. Rogers, Sr., at http:llwww.usmint.gov/mintcprograms/golden-
dollar_coin/ index.cfin?action=rogers (last visited Feb. 15, 2001).
51. In light of their experience with the Susan B. Anthony coin, the Mint had to
overcome a perception that the economy had no need for a new dollar coin and that
the American public would not demand such a coin. Statement of John P. Mitchell,
supra note 6.
52. See Yue, supra note 33. It took at least a year before Canada's dollar coin,
introduced in 1987, went into full circulation. Tim Witmire, New Gold $1 Coin Hard
to Come By Eight Months After Debut, CHARLOTrE OBSERVER, Aug. 25, 2000, at
15A. However, Canada took dollar notes out of circulation when it introduced its
dollar coin, something the U.S. Mint is not doing. Id.
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would get ahead of normal Federal Reserve distribution
mechanisms and result in an initial imbalance between public
demand and bank branch supply.' The challenge was to saturate
the market to the point where the public would realize the coin is
not a collectible, but a fully functional coin they should be
spending rather than saving.'
A. Skeptical Response to Another Dollar Coin
To accomplish its goals, the Mint sought the support of the
retail and banking communities.' Despite its outreach to banks
and retailers, the Mint found that "memories of the Susan B.
Anthony created resistance to any new dollar coin" within the
financial services and retail industries.' Some in the financial
53. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
54. Many Americans view the "golden" coin as a collectible, which, given its
enormous production volume, it is not. The Coinstar National Currency Poll found
that 89% of Americans are aware of the new dollar coin and at least 47% possess at
least one coin. Coinstar National Currency Poll Finds Early Popularity for New
Dollar Coin; Survey Reveals Greatest Acceptance of New Design Among Younger
Americans, PR NEwswIRE, July 26, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File
[hereinafter "Coinstar Survey"]. The annual survey, which began in 1998, involves
telephone research of 1,000 randomly selected adults and has a margin of error of +/-
3.1%. Id. Though 47% of those surveyed said the new coin is a convenient form of
payment, 69% said they would use dollar notes more often than the new coin. Id.
Twenty-five percent say they will use the coin more often. Id. Further, only 18%
said they would spend the initial coins they receive. Id. Sixty-six percent said they
would save the coins. Id.
55. The Mint established a business-to-business website and advertising
campaign to convince the business community to begin planning for the coin's arrival
and hyped the new coin at twenty-eight business conventions and conferences
between April and November 1999. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
Mint officials made more than 11,000 calls to banks, credit unions and other financial
institutions in an effort to convince financial institutions of the business case for the
Sacagawea coin. Id. The Mint set up a database of 4,000 financial institutions,
representing over 100,000 branches, and sent letters to these institutions in November
1999 reaffirming the importance of the banking industry's participation in the launch
of a new coin. Id. In addition, the Mint provided free literature to educate bank
tellers and customers on the new coin. Press Release, United States Mint, U.S. Mint
Says Public is Embracing New 'Golden Dollar' Coin (Feb. 15, 2000) (available at
http:llwww.usmint.gov/pressroomlindex.cfn?action=SearchResults) (last visited Feb.
10, 2001). Approximately 2,600 financial institutions ordered the free literature. Id.
56. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6. Criticizing the financial industry's
lukewarm support of the SBA, Diehl remarked, "[t]he fact is, banks have never been
big buyers of Susan B. Anthony dollars." Alan Kline, Banks Feel Snubbed by Mint
on Dollar Coin, AM. BANKER, Feb. 7,2000, at 6.
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services industry lobbied against a new dollar coin in Congress,
claiming that it was too much of a hassle to deal with a new coin
denomination. 7  For example, opponents complained that
handling a dollar coin would raise operating costs, since armored-
car services charge by weight.' Though the Sacagawea coin
weighs more than a dollar note, it is only one-third the weight of
four quarters. 9 If dollar coins replaced some of the quarters in
circulation, it is possible that some banks and retailers would
actually end up having to transport a smaller mass of coins.'
Further, some opponents complained that wrapping the coins
would raise costs, but coin counting can be automated, so raised
costs, if any, should be no more dramatic than the costs involved
with sorting, counting, and wrapping dollar notes.61 Lastly, some
retailers argued that a new dollar coin would not have a place in
their cash drawers, but many (though not all) cash registers
already have a space for a fifth coin denomination (the
compartment typically occupied by paper clips and rubber-
bands).'
B. The Mint Seeks to Cultivate Public Demand for Sacagawea
The reluctance of the business and retail communities to
support another dollar coin led the Mint to focus more intently on
building grassroots demand for the coin, something the SBA never
enjoyed. To build public support for the Sacagawea coin, the Mint
ran a $40 million advertising campaign designed to raise awareness
of the coin and to encourage Americans to use the coin in
everyday transactions.63 The Mint felt it had to "create public
57. Philip N. Diehi, Why Don't Banks Pass The Buck?, WASH. POST, Sept. 2,
2000, at A25.
58. Yue, supra note 33.
59. Harry Wessel, Service Industry Hasn't Changed Much Yet For Dollar Coin,
ORLANDO SENTINEL, Mar. 29,2000,2000 WL 17761319.
60. The dollar coin would be especially useful in those machines that do not take
dollar bills, like laundry machines.
61. See Yue, supra note 33. Dollar notes must be sorted "face up" while coins
can be wrapped with either side facing up.
62. Id. Of course, eliminating the dollar note would free up space for the dollar
coin in those cash registers that lack an additional change receptacle.
63. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6. The Dollar Coin Act authorized
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awareness and popular demand strong enough to pull [the] coin
through a skeptical distribution system."'  The problem was a
classic Catch 22, summed up by former Mint Director Philip Diehl:
Over and over [bankers and retailers] told us that
they either did not intend to order the coin or they
wouldn't order it until we had proved the public
wanted it. Well, of course, if you can't get it through
the bankers and retailers, you can't ever prove the
American people want the coin.'
In order to cultivate public demand for the Sacagawea coin,
the Mint sought to supplement normal bank distribution by
partnering with retail institutions with large nationwide networks
capable of getting and keeping the coins in public hands.' The
Mint sought partners who could help "prove the product" to the
the Mint to conduct marketing and public awareness to promote usage of the coin.
United States $1 Coin Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-124 Sec. 4(f)(1), 111 Stat. 2534.
The advertisements promoted the convenience of the coin in everyday transactions,
featuring a computer-generated character with the body of a man and the head of
George Washington, the likeness of which was borrowed from the $1 bill. Press
Release, United States Mint, U.S. Mint Launches National Ad Campaign to Support
Golden Dollar (available at http://www.usmint.gov/mint programs/golden dollar
__coin/index.cfm?action=prl2) (last visited Feb. 10, 2001). The ads depicted
Washington using the coin at a vending machine, in a subway station, at a coffee
shop, and at a toll booth. Id. The television portion of the campaign consisted of
1,600 spots, which aired over eleven weeks from March to May 2000. Id. Actor
Michael Keaton provided the voice of President Washington. Hassell, supra note 27,
at 7D. Since the Mint operates entirely on the revenues it generates, the ad campaign
was paid entirely from profits made on the new dollar coin. Statement of John P.
Mitchell, supra note 6. At a profit margin of eighty-eight cents per coin and a first-
year volume production of one billion coins, the Mint was able to recoup its
advertising investment in a matter of days. Id. The television portion of the
campaign was designed to reach 92% of the target market of urban/suburban adults
aged eighteen to forty-nine an average of fifteen times. U.S. Mint Launches National
Ad Campaign to Support Golden Dollar, supra. Urban and suburban adults were
targeted because usage of the dollar coin is heaviest in areas where mass transit and
other coin operated businesses are prevalent. Id. The Mint also sponsored a
Sacagawea dollar coin float in the Macy's Thanksgiving Parade. Hassell, supra note
27, at 7D.
64. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
65. Brian Tumulty, Criticism Follows Existing Mint Director Over 'Golden
Dollar,' GANNETr NEws SERVICE, Mar. 24, 2000, 2000 WL 4396468 (quoting then
Mint Director Philip Diehl).
66. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
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banking industry and thus convince banks to order and distribute
the coins.67 The Mint also hoped that retail partners could help
reduce the coin's novelty and encourage its use in day-to-day
transactions. The Mint did not intend to replace bank distribution
with direct retail distribution; rather, the Mint saw a role for retail
partners as complimentary to bank distribution and as a way to
encourage greater bank participation."
C. Wal-Mart and General Mills Take a Risk on the Sacagawea
Coin
Two major retailers expressed an early interest in
partnering with the Mint: Wal-Mart and 7-Eleven Stores.69 The 7-
Eleven Stores eventually stepped aside due to insurmountable
logistical problems associated with distributing large shipments of
money to its convenience stores.7' Wal-Mart, on the other hand,
given its status as the nation's largest retailer, was a perfect fit in
the Mint's strategy.71 Wal-Mart agreed to distribute ninety-four
million coins through its stores starting on January 30, 2000,
offering the coins as ordinary change in routine transactions.'
Customers were also permitted to obtain up to ten dollars worth of
dollar coins at some stores without making a purchase.73 Wal-Mart
67. Diehl, supra note 57, at A25.
68. See id.
69. Tumulty, supra note 65. Wal-Mart [based in Bentonville, Arkansas] operates
more than 2,485 stores and 460 Sam's Clubs in the U.S.. Press Release, United States
Mint, U.S. Mint and Wal-Mart Team Up to Circulate New Golden Dollar Coin (Jan.
20, 2000) (available at http:llwww.usmint.gov/mintprograms/golden-dollarcoin/
index.cfm?action=pr8) (last visited Feb. 10, 2001).
70. Tumulty, supra note 65. Executives from 7-Eleven decided that they could
not solve the security problems associated with accepting large deliveries of coins at
their 5,600 convenience stores. Id.
71. Libby Quaid, Wal-Mart, Cheerios Helping Distribute Sacagawea Coin,
CHATrANOOGA TIMES/CHATrANOOGA FREE PREss, Feb. 2, 2000, LEXIS, News
Library, CIFRPR File. "Right away, this gets the new golden dollar coin into cash
registers across the nation. We've achieved a huge objective in the first week,
something the Susan B. Anthony dollar never had the chance to achieve." Id.
(quoting former Mint Director Philip Diehl).
72. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
73. Quaid, supra note 71. Due to the unanticipated intensity of initial demand,
many Wal-Mart stores chose to impose limits. For example, a Wal-Mart store in
Silver Spring, PA, which ran through 17,000 dollar coins in only three days, initially
let people get the coins in change without making a purchase, but later had to limit
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further agreed to raise awareness of the Sacagawea coin in ninety
million circulars mailed directly to customers, as well as through
in-store displays and literature. 4 Though Wal-Mart did not
directly pay the Mint for the privilege of being one of the first
places to carry the Sacagawea coin, the Mint estimated that Wal-
Mart's promotion resulted in the equivalent of $9 million in free
advertising for the coin.75
The Mint also partnered with General Mills, producer of
Cheerios breakfast cereal. Specially marked boxes of Cheerios
shipped after January 1, 2000 included a new 2000-dated penny
and one out of every two thousand boxes contained a Sacagawea
dollar coin.76 In addition, one out of every 4,400 boxes contained a
certificate redeemable for one hundred dollar coins.
The Wal-Mart and General Mills partnerships were the two
major retail arrangements the Mint relied on during the initial
introduction of the Sacagawea coin. Later retail partnerships,
though they missed out on the initial craze, were also important."
One such partnership was with SFX Amphitheaters, whereby SFX
distributions to two dollars in change. Bill Sulon, Pennsylvania Banks Distribute
Sacagawea Dollar Coin, PATRIOT-NEwS (Harrisburg, Pa.), Feb. 16, 2000, LEXIS,
News Library, PAPRS File [hereinafter Sulon, Pennsylvania Banks Distribute
Sacagawea Dollar Coin].
74. Tumulty, supra note 65.
75. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6. In return for the free advertising,
the Mint paid the cost of shipping the coins to the Wal-Mart stores. Rob Garver, To
Placate Small Banks, Mint to Rush-Deliver 50 Million Dollar Coins, AM. BANKER,
Feb. 24, 2000, at 2.
76. Sulon, supra note 21. Eleven million boxes were subject to the giveaway.
Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
77. Sulon, supra note 21. The Mint reports that the Cheerios campaign resulted
in the equivalent of 132 million advertising impressions. Statement of John P.
Mitchell, supra note 6.
78. Though not as magnanimous as the Wal-Mart program, the Milwaukee
Indian Summer Festival, a lakefront festival celebrating Native American culture,
which ran from September 8 to September 10, 2000, obtained $17,000 worth of dollar
coins to distribute as change. Paul Gores, Indian Summer To Make Change With
17,000 Sacagawea Dollars, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Aug. 30, 2000, 2000 WL
26081181. Since the price of admission was $9, most patrons ended up with a dollar
coin as soon as they entered the festival. Id. Aside from being able to showcase a
new coin featuring a prominent Native American heroine, festival organizers
expressed their preference for a dollar coin over a dollar note since coins are easier to
count in bulk since to count them you "just dump [them] into a coin counter." Id
(quoting Kurt Klumb, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee business law professor
who handles banking for the festival). With currency counters, bills must be flattened
and all facing the same direction. Id.
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agreed to distribute five million coins as change at ten of its key
market venues." SFX customers received a stamp for every
golden dollar they spent at the amphitheaters; after collecting
twenty-five stamps, patrons could redeem them for a free pair of
concert tickets.' With the price of a beer reaching $7 at some
concerts, patrons often received three Sacagawea coins as change.81
Given the average age of SFX patrons, the Mint regarded the SFX
partnership as a way to reach young Americans, most of whom are
too young to remember the SBA and are consequently not biased
against a dollar coin.' Another strategic partnership involved an
arrangement with Coinstar to encourage Americans to recycle
their loose change.' The Coinstar program, which ran from March
79. Millions of Golden Dollars Distributed at 10 SFX Amphitheaters, PR
NEwswIRm, Aug. 30, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File. SFX, based in
New York City, is a subsidiary of Clear Channel Communications, the world's largest
producer and presenter of live entertainment events. Id. SFX operates 130 live
entertainment venues in the U.S., including 44 amphitheaters. Id. More than 60
million people attend approximately 26,000 events produced by SFX each year. Id.
The participating venues include: Meadows Music (Hartford, Conn.), Nissan Pavilion
(Washington, D.C.), Merriweather Post (Baltimore, Md.), Woodlands (Houston,
Tex.), Mars Music Amphitheater (West Palm Beach, Fla.), Shoreline Amphitheater
(San Francisco, Cal.), Riverbend Amphitheater (Cincinnati, Ohio), GTE (Virginia
Beach, Va.), Riverport (St. Louis, Mo.) and Mesa del Sol (Albuquerque, N.M.). Id.
80. Id. Though the stamps may only be redeemed towards lawn seats, with some
concerts fetching $55 for lawn seats this promotion is a good deal for regular SFX
patrons. Roger Catlin, Meadows Helps U.S. Mint Distribute Sacagawea Dollars,
HARTFORD CuRRANT, Sept. 6, 2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, HTCOUR File. The
Meadows Music officials did not comment on how many patrons took advantage of
the free ticket offer. Id.
81. Catlin, supra note 80.
82. See id.
83. Press Release, United States Mint, U.S. Mint Announces Program to
Encourage Citizens to Re-Circulate Coins (Mar. 16, 2000) (available at
http:l/www.usmint.gov/pressroomlindex.cfm?action=SearchResults) (last visited Feb.
10, 2001) [hereinafter "Re-Circulate Program"]. An estimated $7.7 billion worth of
coins is considered to be out of circulation, lying around in various piggybanks,
pocketbooks and sofa cushions. Coinstar Survey, supra note 54. Coinstar, based in
Bellevue, WA, owns and operates a network of automated self-service coin counting
and processing kiosks located primarily at grocery stores (Coinstar trades under the
symbol CSTR). Brian Brus, Bellevue, Wash.- Based Coinstar Brings Coin-Counting
Kiosks to Oklahoma Stores, DAILY OKLAHOMAN, Sept. 8, 2000, LEXIS, News
Library, DLYOKN File. Upon cashing in their coins, customers receive a voucher
they can immediately redeem for cash or groceries at the store. Id. The kiosks can
count up to 600 coins per minute. Id. Coinstar typically charges a fee of 8.9% of the
coins it counts, with 1% going to the store where the kiosk is located. Id. The host
store, in addition to providing an extra service to customers, benefits by being able to
use the on-screen advertising space which displays ads while the coins are counted.
Id. Coinstar estimates that a typical consumer handles $600 worth of coins per year.
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15 to April 22, 2000, rewarded people who recycled at least $20
worth of change through a Coinstar machine at their local
supermarket with a form they could mail to Coinstar to obtain two
free dollar coinsY The promotion was intended to increase
awareness of the dollar coin and to bring more coins back into
circulation, thus allowing the Mint to focus production on the
dollar coin.'
VI. WAL-MART BESTED THE BANKS
Though Wal-Mart was the largest source for the Sacagawea
coin in February 2000, it did not have an exclusive contract with
the Mint - the Federal Reserve also had a supply of dollar coins.'
However, as a result of the financial industry's wait-and-see
attitude towards the Sacagawea coin, Wal-Mart, which took the
opportunity to distribute the new coin seriously, had the coins in
volume when banks did notY The imbalance was the result of a
lack of interest and a gross underestimation of demand on the part
of the Federal Reserve and the banking community, compounded
by a slow system of distribution for coins.
First and foremost, banks severely underestimated
potential demand.' Last-minute orders from banks and retailers
Id. Coinstar operates a network of 7,500 kiosks in a market of 125 million customers
in forty-two states, as well as Canada and the U.K. Coinstar Survey, supra note 54.
84. Re-Circulate Program, supra note 83. Only 27% of respondents surveyed in
the Coinstar National Currency Poll were aware of the coin shortage, but 61% said
they would consider paying a fee to "recycle" their spare change if it would alleviate
future shortages. Coinstar Survey, supra note 54.
85. Re-Circulate Program, supra note 83.
86. Steve Jordon, Bankers Are Miffed By $1 Distribution, OMAHA WORLD-
HERALD, Feb. 4,2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, OMWHLD File. Unfortunately, in a
press release, Wal-Mart's spokeswoman mistakenly claimed that Wal-Mart would be
the "exclusive holder" of the Sacagawea coin through the end of February 2000. Id.
87. As a consequence, Wal-Mart ran out of the coin in a matter of weeks; banks
ran out of the coins in a matter of days or even hours. See, e.g., Hassell, supra note
27; Joe Gardyasz, Grocers Question Wal-Mart Coin Deal, BISMARK TRIB., Mar. 8,
2000, LEXIS, News Library, BISTRB File; Richard Craver, High Point, N.C.-Area
Banks Cash In On New Coins, HIGH POINT ENTERPRISE (High Point, N.C.), Feb. 11,
2000,2000 WL 12905511.
88. Richard Craver, Golden Dollar Fever Strikes High Point, N.C. Area, HIGH
POINT ENTERPRISE (High Point, N.C.), Feb. 11, 2000, 2000 WL 12905511. The Bank
of North Dakota, which supplies coins to 170 branches across the state, was one of
the banks caught off guard. Gardyasz, supra note 87. "It started out stronger than
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for the Sacagawea coin surpassed $200 million by the end of
February 2000 - ten times the expected demand!' Recognizing the
potential demand early enough and placing early orders would
have made a difference.' The Federal Reserve similarly neglected
to stockpile Sacagawea coins in advance, because it also failed to
anticipate the strong initial demand for the coin.9"
To further exacerbate the problem, the Federal Reserve
had (and still has) no strategy for distributing the coin.' Many
banks, especially the large institutions, assumed they would
receive a mix of dollar coins with their normal currency
shipments.93 However, the Federal Reserve required (and still
requires) banks to specifically order the new coin; Sacagawea was
not and still is not standard issue.94 Since many banks took a wait-
and-see approach and chose not to place advance orders for the
coin, by the time banks realized the intensity of public demand it
was too late.'5 The Federal Reserve had only a small amount of
we anticipated," explained John Hove, president of the bank. Id.
89. Rob Garver, To Placate Small Banks, Mint to Rush-Deliver 50 Million Dollar
Coins, AM. BANKER, Feb. 24,2000, at 2.
90. A spokeswoman for the Charlotte Federal Reserve noted that those banks
that requested the dollar coins first received them first. Craver, supra note 87
(quoting Patty Hamm, a spokeswoman for the Charlotte Federal Reserve branch).
Three North Carolina banks, Bank of North Carolina, First Bank, and First National
Bank and Trust all had 2,000 dollar coins on hand as of February 2, 2000 simply
because they put in an early request. Id.
91. Sacagawea coins were sent to the Federal Reserve on January 18, 2000, but
the Federal Reserve did not ship the coins to financial institutions until January 27,
2000. United States Mint, Frequently Asked Questions, at http://www.usmint.govl
mintLprograms/golden dollar_coin/index.cfin?action=dollarjfaq. The coins were
available through the Mint's website on January 27 and through Wal-Mart stores on
January 30, 2000. Id.
92. The Fed still lacks any real distribution strategy for the Sacagawea coin. One
unnamed Fed employee admitted that it would take an "act of Congress" for the
Federal Reserve to act on this issue. William Casey, She's Suffering From Poor
Circulation, and It's Our Fault, WASH. PoST, Aug. 20, 2000, at B5.
93. Craver, supra note 87; Jordon, supra note 86.
94. Craver, supra note 87.
95. The Mint's original plan was to release the Sacagawea coin through the retail
and banking sectors simultaneously on February 1, 2000. Sarah L. Courteau, Some
Bankers Flip Over Handling of New Coin, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETrE, Feb. 20,2000,
LEXIS, News Library, ARKDEM File. However, due to concern about post-Y2K
currency flows, bankers and the Federal Reserve convinced the Mint to delay
shipment of the new coin to financial institutions until March 1, 2000. Gardyasz,
supra note 87. The large commercial banks, in particular, wanted the extra time to
return the excess currency they had built up in anticipation of Y2K. Warsh, supra
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coins on hand, and those coins that were available for shipment
took time to trickle down through the Federal Reserve's
cumbersome multi-layered distribution pipeline.96 Unfortunately,
the Federal Reserve's distribution system was not compatible with
the sort of sudden and unanticipated demand banks experienced
with the Sacagawea coin.'
Wal-Mart, on the other hand, received the coins from the
Mint via registered U.S. Mail.' Further, with over 75,000 bank
branches scattered around the country and only 2,900 Wal-Mart
and Sam's Club stores, Wal-Mart benefited from an inherent
organizational advantage.' The end result was that Wal-Mart not
only had the Sacagawea coin before most banks and retailers, it
had the coins in volume right from the start during the height of
customer demand at every Wal-Mart store across the country."
note 2, at J1. When banks survived Y2K unscathed, the Federal Reserve decided to
move the distribution date up to the retail date. Jordon, supra note 86. As a
consequence of this late decision, the number of coins immediately available to bank
branches was further limited. Id. Some banks decided to adhere to the March I date,
choosing not to stockpile a coin whose long-term success was uncertain. See Craver,
supra note 87.
96. Typically, currency comes into the Federal Reserve's supply channel via land
transport to the Federal Reserve banks around the country. Lorene Yue, Bankers
Feel Shortchanged as Dollar Coins Go First to Wal-Mart, Detroit Free Press, Feb. 10,
2000, 2000 WL 12904570. From there, the currency percolates down to
approximately 10,000 financial institutions around the country. Id. Under normal
conditions, this system, though slow, is sufficient.
97. For example, only twenty-five out of Michigan's 476 credit unions had
received initial shipments of the Sacagawea coin in early February 2000. Yue, supra
note 96.
98. Julia Angwin, Bankers Assail Mint for Deal with Wal-Mart, WALL ST. J., Feb.
9,2000, at B1; Garver, supra note 75.
99. See Kline, supra note 49, at 6; Table 101A: Changes In Number And
Classification Of Branches Of FDIC-Insured Depository Institutions (Fourth
Quarter, 1999), at http://www.fdic.govlbanklstatisticallstatistics/9912/alllOla.html (last
visited Feb. 17, 2001).
100. Some banks, like PNC Bank, did not start distributing the coins to customers
until they had built up a supply (PNC waited until it had accumulated a supply of
200,000 coins). Sulon, supra note 73. PNC Bank has 743 branches in six states. Id.
PNC did not want to alienate customers by offering limited numbers of coins to some
customers and none to others. Id. PNC handled the situation by telling customers
they did not have any dollar coins but would have a supply in March. Id. Keystone,
like many banks, took the opposite approach. Keystone received 10,000 coins from
the Federal Reserve in early February and sent several hundred coins to each of its
177 branches. Id. The catch was that each bank had to specifically request the coins
and orders were filled in alphabetical order based on the name of the town in which
the respective branch was located. Id.
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This imbalance naturally angered many bankers who felt they
were supposed to have all the change.''
The Mint responded to the criticism by implementing a
"direct-shipment program" in March 2000 whereby it offered to
bypass the Federal Reserve and directly ship up to 6,000 dollar
coins to community banks, credit unions, and savings and loans
within five to ten days."° However, of the 33,900 letters of
invitation sent by April 3, 2000, the Mint only received orders for
9.8 million dollar coins from 3,695 financial institutions."°3 The
failure of more banks to take advantage of this generous program
is puzzling.
VII. SEVERAL BANKS FIND OPPORTUNITY IN SACAGAWEA
A. Using Sacagawea to Attract New Accounts
Not all banks missed the chance to capitalize on the
public's frenzied desire to get its hands on the elusive Sacagawea
golden dollar."° For example, Allfirst Financial became the first
101. Animosity towards Wal-Mart was further exacerbated by unconfirmed
reports that some Wal-Mart stores began distributing the coins as early as January 25
(the official release was January 30). Kline, supra note 49, at 6.
102. Press Release, United States Mint, U.S. Mint and Federal Reserve Announce
Program for Direct Shipment of Golden Dollars to Small Financial Institutions (Feb.
24, 2000) (available at http://www.usmint.gov/pressroomlindex.cfm?action=Search
Results) (last visited Feb. 10, 2001); Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6.
Participating banks were charged five dollars per box of one thousand coins to cover
a nominal part of the registered mail cost. Garver, supra note 75, at 2. The Mint paid
the balance of the registered mail shipping cost. Id. The Mint also began pre-
wrapping dollar coins in rolls of twenty-five (as opposed to shipping loose coins in
sacks) to expedite delivery to and reduce the costs for financial institutions. U.S.
Mint Says Public is Embracing New 'Golden Dollar' Coin, supra note 55.
103. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6
104. Prospect Bank, a small community bank in Columbus, Ohio, also had a
Sacagawea promotion (Prospect managed to get a shipment of 2,000 dollar coins by
putting in an early request to the Federal Reserve). Dan Crawford, Shop Talk, Bus.
FIRST-COLUMBUS (Columbus, Ohio), Feb. 18, 2000, LEXIS, News Library, BFC File.
Prospect, which offered customers one Sacagawea coin when they opened a new
account, gave away "a few hundred" coins during the first few days of the promotion.
Id. Prospect CEO Harvey Click said customers would come into the bank and ask of
the Sacagawea coin "How much are they?" Id. Visions Federal Credit Union (based
in Endicott, New York) also introduced a Golden Rewards Program, which rewarded
members for new loans and referrals with dollar coins. New Golden Dollar Featured
In Sales Promotion, CROSS SALES REP., Aug. 1, 2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS
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financial institution to undertake an ambitious program aimed at
releasing $1 million in Sacagawea dollar coins into circulation."05
Working with the U.S. Mint, Allfirst stocked an initial supply of
4,000 Sacagawea coins in each of its 261 branches."° Further, in an
effort to attract new customers and strengthen its brand identity,
Allfirst offered anyone who opened a checking account five free
dollar coins and entered them in a drawing for 10,000 golden
dollars."l Allfirst, which benefited from considerable publicity
surrounding its marketing program, distributed approximately
930,000 dollar coins in 2000.'m
AmeniChoice Federal Credit Union also ran a golden
dollar program in March 2000.9 AmeiChoice's "Golden
Opportunity Celebration" featured a direct mail solicitation to
over 20,000 carefully selected potential members and a newspaper
advertisement." Those customers who received the direct mail
found a coupon redeemable towards one free golden dollar if they
stopped by the branch on a designated Saturday."' On the first
File. Visions reported a forty-five percent jump in members in May 2000, compared
with May 1999, though it is unclear the extent to which the dollar coin was
responsible. Id.
105. Based in Baltimore, MD, Allfirst has $18 billion in assets and operates 261
branches in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Washington, D.C., Virginia, and Delaware.
Allfirst Discovers Golden Opportunity With New Coin, BANK ADVERTISING NEWS,
Sept. 4, 2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS File. Allfirst gave away promotional
material, including chocolate replicas of the dollar coin, at places such as Hershey
Park in Hershey, Pa.. Id. Allfirst used the promotion as a way to increase awareness
of its operations. Id. The day after the program was announced, The Washington
Post ran a story on Allfirst, and Allfirst claims that it has been mentioned on TV
stations across the country. Id. Allfirst is a unit of Allied Irish Banks, PLC.
Veronica Agosta, Allfirst to Promote Golden Dollar Coins, AM. BANKER, Aug. 24,
2000, at 20.
106. Allfirst Discovers Golden Opportunity With New Coin, supra note 105.
107. Id. The promotion ran from August 26 through October 31, 2000. Id.
Allfirst received approximately 10,000 entries by October 2000 and managed to
exceed its goal for new checking accounts. Clyde Linsley, The 21st Century Toaster:
Five New Sacagaweas for Each New Account, BANK MARKETING, Dec. 1, 2000,
LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS File.
108. Jeannine Aversa, In America, The Search is on for Sacagawea, THlE RECORD
(Bergen County, NJ), Jan. 2,2001, LEXIS, News Library, NJREC File.
109. Lauralee Ortiz, New Coins Bring New Members To AmeriChoice, CREDIT
UNION J., Mar. 13, 2000, 2000 WL 18823416. AmeriChoice, based in Bethlehem, Pa.,
has assets of $60 million and serves over 10,600 members. Id.
110. Id. People were targeted based on where they lived and how they fit in with
the credit union's existing customer demographic pattern. Id.
111. Id.
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Saturday of the promotion, thirty customers were lined up at the
door before the branch opened, and after four hours, 600 people
had taken advantage of the deal."2 Any of those people who
opened up a new account received an additional ten free coins.1 3
An additional ten coins were given to anyone who took out a
vehicle loan."' AmeriChoice officials touted the program as a
"resounding success" which succeeded on account of the "unique
and unusual premium item" offered.15 In the end, AmeriChoice
signed up 466 new members during the promotion, which
represented a 4.5 % increase in membership. 6
B. Using Sacagawea in ATMs
In June 2000, Arkansas Federal Credit Union1 7 became the
first financial institution in the U.S. to dispense the new Sacagawea
golden dollar coin through an Automatic Teller Machine
(ATM)." The high-tech Diebold IX ATMs..9 are based on a
modular design, which provide the capacity to distribute various




115. Ortiz, supra note 109.
116. Id.
117. With $225 million in total assets and 52,000 members, Arkansas Federal
Credit Union, established in 1956, is Arkansas' largest financial cooperative. Diebold
ATMs First to Dispense Golden Dollar Coins at Arkansas Federal Credit Union, PR
NEWSWIRE, June 29, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File [hereinafter
"Diebold ATMs"]. The credit union serves federal, state, country and municipal
government agencies, select employer groups, and various local military bases. Id.
118. Id.
119. Diebold, headquartered in Canton, Ohio, is an industry leader in financial
infrastructure and services. Id. Diebold, traded on the NYSE under the symbol
"DBD," reported revenue of $1.3 billion in 1999. Id.
120. Id. The Arkansas Federal Credit Union maintains a network of fourteen of
the new Diebold IX ATMs, eleven of which have been equipped to distribute the
new dollar coin. Miriam Elijas, Credit Union Puts Gold Coins in ATMs, AM.
BANKER, July 17,2000, at 13. The ATMs have four canisters for coins, and, since the
new dollar coin is the same size as a quarter, there were no major problems in
accommodating the new coins. Id. The ATMs also have the ability to scan checks
and cash them to the penny, which provide financial institutions a way to offer
twenty-four hour check cashing. Id. The high-tech ATMs can also be equipped to
distribute such items as stamps, event tickets or coupons. Diebold ATMs, supra note
117. The ATMs are equipped with fifteen-inch color screens, which the credit union
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Union began to offer the new dollar coin as part of its plan to
increase maximum ATM transaction capacity from $300 to $500."'
The space freed by stocking dollar coins instead of dollar notes
provided capacity in the note dispenser for $50 bills, allowing the
credit union to increase the transaction capacity of its ATMs while
reducing the need to frequently reload the ATMs with cash.'
VIII. WHAT CAUSED THE FEBRUARY FRENZY AND
WHERE IS SACAGAWEA Now?
To an extent, the success of the institutions that benefited
from Sacagawea coin promotions depended on the public's
obsession with the coin." The public's obsession can be explained
by several factors. First, the wildly popular Fifty State Quarter
Program set the stage by awakening America from a coin
collecting slumber.' Further, many Americans were awed by the
golden color, a rare sight in an otherwise drab coin repertoire.'
To add flames to the fire of demand, the coin was stamped with
the year 2000, qualifying it as a millennium collectible. 6 Demand
was also cultivated by the enormous Wal-Mart and General Mills
promotions, without which demand might have been much less
plans to use to display messages promoting the availability of the dollar coins. Id.
121. Diebold ATMs, supra note 117.
122. Id.
123. See Garver, supra note 89 and accompanying text.
124. The Fifty State Quarter Program, started in 1999, is immensely popular with
the public. Before the State Quarter Program, the Mint typically produced 1.5 billion
quarters each year. Statement of Jay W. Johnson, supra note 46. During 2000, the
second year of the State Quarter program, the Mint will produce 7.6 billion quarters.
Hassell, supra note 27, at 7D. The Mint estimates that 112 million Americans are
currently saving the new state quarters and predicts that number will reach 160
million. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6. That number represents an
astounding 60% of the population. Id. Since it only costs the Mint four cents to
produce a quarter, the State Quarter Program could eventually generate $6 to $8
million in profits. Hassell, supra note 27, at 7D.
125. It is possible that some Americans were misled by the advertisements touting
a "golden dollar" to believe the coin actually contained a metal of value. The coin's
golden color is the result of 88.5% copper, 6% zinc, 3.5% manganese and 2% nickel-
but not gold. Design Specifications, supra note 38 (Not including the copper core,
the coin is 77% copper, 12% zinc, 7% manganese, and 4% nickel.) Id.
126. One coin sold for a mind-boggling $172.50 on Ebay in January 2000, another
went for $138.35 in February 2000. Jeff Scullin, Triangle Residents Go For The Gold,
Golden Dollars, That Is, NEws & OBSERVER (Raleigh, N.C.), Feb. 5,2000, at B1.
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intense."n
Ironically, though over a billion have been produced, the
Sacagawea coin is rarely seen in general circulation." The primary
reason behind Sacagawea's disappearing act is the fact that many
of the coins "in circulation" are hoarded away as collectibles.'"
Indeed, when a single denomination is offered in both coin and
note formats, it is often the case that consumers will hoard the
more valuable one (metallic coins) and spend the less valuable one
(paper notes)." ° Additionally, with the public's increasing use of
checking accounts, credit cards, and debit cards, cash is less
circulated than ever before.3 Further, many Americans obtain
cash from ATMs, most of which do not distribute the coin.
127. See supra text accompanying notes 69-77.
128. According to Diehl, regional Federal Reserve banks' vaults are "stuffed with
the golden dollars." Diehl, supra note 57, at A25. As many as $500 million
Sacagawea coins may be in bank and Mint vaults. Aversa, supra note 108. USA
TODAY featured a statistic claiming that, as of early September 2000, the percentages
of people who received the coin, by region, were: 44% in the East, 48% in the
Midwest, 50% in the South, and 42% in the West. Dollar Coins Across the USA,
USA TODAY, Sept. 11, 2000, 2000 WL 5789160. According to Former Mint Director
Diehl, "[t]his is not so much because the public will not circulate it but because the
banks still will not order it." Diehl, supra note 57, at A25. Diehl mentions a
conversation he had with an unnamed official from the Minneapolis Federal Reserve,
where the official expressed his off-the-record support for the Mint's distribution
strategy. Id. "The coin will never succeed if you rely on traditional channels," the
official reportedly asserted, "[y]ou'll have to keep bypassing them until the coin
begins to circulate on its own." Id. Diehl explains the Federal Reserve's "tepid
support" for the coin by its preoccupation with matters other than pushing a new coin
denomination. Id.
129. For example, of the 19,800 coins distributed by the Lawrence, Kansas Wal-
Mart during the first two weeks of the program, only seventy-five were returned to
the store in subsequent transactions. Mark Fagan, Gold Coin Rush on at Lawrence,
Kan., Wal-Mart, JOURNAL WORLD (Lawrence, Kan.), Feb. 19, 2000, 2000 WL
14920060. Those collectors hoping to profit from the new Sacagawea coin will be
sorely disappointed. The SBA is still worth a dollar, and far fewer of those were
produced. A $1 investment in the Dow Jones Industrial Average in 1979 (the year
SBA began mintage) would be worth approximately $12 today, whereas a $1
investment in an SBA coin in 1979 would be worth $1 today. Cranford, supra note
25. To be valuable, a collectible must be both different and rare; with one billion
already in circulation, the dollar coin is certainly not rare. See Witmire, supra note
52.
130. The applicable economic theory behind this phenomenon is referred to as
"Gresham's Law." Sam Schulhofer-Wohl, Where Have All Those Dollars Gone?,
MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, July 31, 2000, LEXIS, News Library, MILJNL File.
131. Jane Holahan, Missing In Action; Why Those New Gold Dollar Coins Are So
Tough To Find, LANCASTER NEW ERA (Lancaster, Pa.), Jan. 5, 2001, 2001 WL
9277640.
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Finally, many banks and businesses remain reluctant to handle
dollar coins.132 Nevertheless, as the hoarding mentality diminishes
and as more places begin to accept the coin, Sacagawea can be
expected to eventually circulate more thoroughly. With
approximately twenty-nine years left in her expected life span, the
2000 Sacagawea coin's journey is far from over.
IX. MUST COINS ENTER CIRCULATION VIA BANKS?
Having told the tale of the Sacagawea coin's journey, the
Note will now briefly address the appropriateness of distributing
coins through the retail sector. Ironically, the Mint's cooperation
with Wal-Mart on the Sacagawea coin is not the first time the
government has teamed up with a retail giant to release currency
into circulation.33 Wal-Mart was one of the first places to carry the
redesigned $20 bill back in 1998,"M yet few in the retail and
financial industries criticized that arrangement.35 The reason the
Mint's arrangement with Wal-Mart on the Sacagawea coin caused
such a controversy is simple: customers were not complaining
about the immediate unavailability of redesigned $20 notes as they
did when banks were caught short during Sacagawea's February
2000 release.
Nevertheless, should notes and coins be distributed solely
through banks? As one banker said "[t]hese aren't Beanie
Babies... [t]his is U.S. currency... I'm concerned that our coin
and currency would be going out through something other than
the banking system." 136 Yet, it makes no difference to the public
132. Many banks, including Bank of America and First Union, say they have
plenty dollar coins on hand, but report that customers are not demanding them.
Witmire, supra note 52.
133. The Treasury rolled out the new $5 and $10 notes at 7-Eleven stores on May
24, 2000. Ray McAllister, Oh, Thank Heaven: $5 and $10-Eleven, RICHMOND TIMES-
DISPATCH, May 25,2000,2000 WL 5038968.
134. See Dave Skidmore, Redesigned $20 Bills to be Released Next Month,
BuFFALo NEWS, Aug. 5, 1998, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BUFNEW File. Wal-Mart
advertised the redesigned $20 note in its circulars and in-store displays, just as it did
with the Sacagawea coin. Id.
135. See Id. A Wal-Mart cashier (Joyce Ikpe) accompanied Treasury Secretary
Robert Rubin when the new $20 bill was introduced to the world at a Treasury
Department ceremony in August 1998. Id.
136. Jordon, supra note 86 (quoting Jeffrey L. Gerhart, president and CEO of
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how coins and notes get into circulation. There is no requirement
that coins and notes initially pass through the banking system.137
Practically, of course, distribution through banks is an efficient
way to get coins and notes into circulation. But banks need not be
the exclusive channel for distribution, especially when they react
with the degree of skepticism they displayed with the new dollar
coin.
If retail distribution is a legitimate format for introducing a
new coin into circulation, how should the Mint choose who gets to
participate? The National Federation of Independent Business,
the National Grocers Association, and the Community Bankers
Association all sent letters of complaint to the Mint voicing their
opposition to the Wal-Mart partnership alleging that the Wal-Mart
promotion amounted to an unfair advantage from a government-
affiliated organization, favoring one retailer over another. "
Prodded by angry constituents, Representatives Peter Hoekstra
(R-MI) and Ike Skelton (D-MO) accused the Mint of picking
winners and losers in the retailing industry.' The reality of the
First National Bank of Newman Grove, Neb.). "What will happen with the next
coin? Will there be a Garth Brooks concert distribution? How bizarre can this go?"
Id. Given the SFX partnership, it appears as though concert distribution is already a
reality. See supra note 79 and accompanying text.
137. Former Mint Director Philip Diehl noted that banks do not have exclusive
rights to new coins. See Diehl, supra note 57. "When the Wal-Mart promotion
proved enormously successful, the banks howled at the Mint's willingness to
circumvent their alleged exclusive right to distribute the nation's coinage." Id. at
A25. Diehl denied the existence of any such "government-franchised monopoly" and
noted that "the Mint has been distributing new coins directly to the public for
generations." Id. Anyone can buy the coins directly through the Mint, at a premium.
The price for a bag of 2000 Sacagawea coins is $2,190 and a roll of twenty costs $35.50
(price was obtained at http:lwww.usmint.gov/catalog).
138. Tumulty, supra note 65. The National Federation of Independent Business is
the largest trade group representing small businesses. Id. Small retailers, especially
those who find their market share constantly under siege from Wal-Mart, were
among the most vocal opponents. In the words of David Callahan, editor of
Columbia-based Food World, "[flrankly, Wal-Mart doesn't need the help." Lorraine
Mirabella, Sacagawea Dollar a Hit at Wal-Mart, BALT. SUN, Feb. 8,2000, at 1C, 10C.
139. Tumulty, supra note 65; Libby Quaid, Skelton Says Coin Distribution Should
Be Opened to All Retailers, AP NEwswIREs, Jan. 31, 2000, LEXIS, World Library,
AP File. Rep. Hoekstra said he received complaints from pharmacies and hardware
stores that Wal-Mart had been drawing customers away as a result of this
government-sponsored program. Tumulty, supra note 65. One of the things that
concerned Skelton was the appearance of a conflict of interests, since the same public
relations firm represents the Mint and Wal-Mart. Quaid, supra. The public relations
firm is St. Louis-based Fleishman-Hillard. Id. General Mills, the Mint's second
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situation, however, is that contacting every small business in
America would have been impossible. According to Diehl, "[i]f
we had to talk to every business in America nothing would have
happened."'" Simply put, it would have been impractical, if not
impossible, for Sacagawea to be in every cash register across the
country simultaneously. 4' The only solution, therefore, was to ask
for volunteers. Recognizing the marketing opportunity at a time
when most others responded with skeptical hesitation, Wal-Mart
acted on its own initiative and approached the Mint with a "can
do" attitude.' 2 The Mint acted rationally in partnering on a non-
exclusive basis with Wal-Mart, especially since the Federal
Reserve was given an ample supply of coins to distribute through
"normal" channels. No business was deliberately denied access to
the Sacagawea coin.
X. AMERICA NEEDS TO SUPPORT SACAGAWEA AND
ABANDON THE DOLLAR NOTE
Increasingly, critics across the country have been
bemoaning the failure of yet another dollar coin.'43 Those claims
all rest on the unrealistic assumption that, by now, the dollar coin
should be in cash registers across the nation. However, the
Sacagawea dollar coin was not intended to replace the dollar note,
but rather to replace the SBA. Accordingly, Sacagawea's success
should be measured against the SBA, not the dollar note. In that
respect, the coin has been an enormous success.' Approximately
1.2 billion Sacagawea coins were minted in 2000, and the Mint
estimates that 700 million are in circulation.' It took fourteen
initial partner, was not a client of Fleishman-Hillard. Id.
140. Tumulty, supra note 65.
141. Indeed, "gun jumping" was a problem at some Wal-Mart stores; it would
have been impossible to control on the small business level throughout the entire
country. See supra note 101.
142. Courteau, supra note 95.
143. See e.g., Costly Mistake; Americans Not Taking to New Dollar Coin, SAN-
DIEGO UNION-TRIB. (OP-ED), Dec. 30, 2000, LEXIS, News Library, SDUT File;
Some Dollars Are More Equal Than Others (OP-ED), WASH. POST, Sept. 6, 2000, at
A18.
144. Despite the criticism he received, in Diehl's own words: "I'd rather have a
noisy success than a quiet failure." Angwin, supra note 98, at B1.
145. Aversa, supra note 108. "In circulation" includes coins shipped to the
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years for demand of SBA to reach the 500 million mark, a
benchmark the Sacagawea dollar coin surpassed in April of its first
year in circulation." The profit realized from the Sacagawea coin
in 2000, which was returned to the Treasury's General Fund,
exceeded $800 million.147 Indeed, the Mint should be praised for its
enterprising success."
As time passes, more and more points of sale are being
equipped to accept dollar coins, especially in the mass transit
industry. For example, the New York City Mass Transit
Authority, the largest in the country, will dispense more than sixty
million dollar coins annually starting in mid-200149 and by June
2001, Chicago will have equipped all its 13,000 parking meters to
accept the Sacagawea coin."
Going forward, the main challenge for the Mint is to
concentrate on convincing businesses, especially entities that
Federal Reserve or held by collectors (which does not mean that all coins "in
circulation" are being used as currency). Id. The Federal Reserve estimates that
$530 million worth of dollar coins were shipped in 2000. Id.
146. Statement of John P. Mitchell, supra note 6. At the end of August 2000, the
Mint had produced over one billion dollar coins, more than the total number of
Susan B. Anthony coins produced during the twenty-one year history the coin was in
circulation. Allfirst Bank to Distribute Golden Dollars Through All its Branches, PR
NEwswiE, Aug. 23, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File. Indeed, it took
twenty years for the 857.2 million SBA coins minted between 1979 and 1981 to get
into circulation. Mirabella, supra note 138, at 1C.
147. Jay W. Johnson, New Dollar Coin Is a Rousing Success (OP-ED), SAN DIEGO
UNION-TRIB., Jan. 8, 2001, at B7. The Mint's on-line sales center experienced its first
$1 million month in May 1999, its first $1 million week in July 1999 and its first $1
million day on October 18, 1999 (when the Connecticut quarter was released). Press
Release, United States Mint, Mint Web Site Racks Up $2.7 Million in Sales in Single
Hour (Apr. 14, 2000) (available at http://www.usmint.gov/pressroomlindex.cfm?
action=SearchResults). The Mint projected $125 million in on-line sales in 2000,
ranking it among the nation's top e-tailers. Id.
148. In 1999, the Mint made a record $2.4 billion in revenues and contributed a
record $1 billion in profits to the U.S. Treasury's General Fund; in 2000, the Mint
doubled its revenues and contributed almost $3 billion to the General Fund. Press
Release, United States Mint, United States Mint Awarded Vice President Gore's
Hammer Award (Aug. 24,2000) (available at http://www.usmint.gov/pressroomlindex
.cfin?action=SearchResults (last visited Mar. 3,2001)). In 2000, the Mint produced a
total of 28 billion coins for general circulation, more than any other mint in the world.
Statement Jay W. Johnson, supra note 46. In comparison, the British Royal Mint,
which produces coins for more than 100 countries, produced only 2.2 billion coins in
2000. Id.
149. Johnson, supra note 147.
150. City to be Honored for Golden Coin Effort, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 9, 2001, at 3.
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operate self-service machines, to deal in dollar coins."' Food and
beverage machines, laundry machines, parking meters, and
payphones are examples of the types of outlets that need to be
converted to Sacagawea-friendly status. 5 The bottom line is that
consumers will not circulate the coin unless they are exposed to
outlets where using dollar coins would be convenient. An issue
not to be overlooked regarding self-service machines is the fact
that most people do not know which machines accept the coin and
which do not. A catchy "Sacagawea friendly" sticker would
probably help remind Americans of their new payment option.
Along with convincing businesses to accept the coin, efforts must
also be undertaken to promote grassroots demand for the dollar
coin. For example, on December 20, 2000, six thousand
Sacagawea coins were distributed, free of charge, to mass transit
commuters in Cleveland in order to raise awareness of the
convenience of the dollar coin." These types of programs will
educate the public and gradually tease Sacagawea out of the
nation's vaults and dresser drawers.
Ideally, however, we should not have to waste time and
resources convincing people to use one form of money over the
other. Rather, considering the long term cost-cutting and waste-
reducing benefits associated with a conversion to the dollar coin,
Congress should summon the courage to phase out the dollar
151. In February, 2001 (the one year anniversary of Sacagawea's release), the Mint
announced a partnership with Safeway (one of the nation's largest food and drug
retailers) in which Safeway will distribute 1.6 million Sacagawea coins through its
1,500 stores. Peter A. McKay, Safeway to Put Idle Gold Coins in Circulation, WALL
ST. J., Feb. 7, 2001, at C1. The Mint, which assumes the public has hoarded away all
the Sacagawea coins it desires, sees the Safeway partnership as a way to encourage
people to circulate the new coin. Id. Another selling point for the dollar coin can be
found in the experience of one sandwich shop franchisee in Wisconsin. Id. at C10.
The stores, which had previously lost hundreds of dollars worth of dollar notes when
cashiers made change (since the notes often stuck together), overpaid less than $10 in
2000 when it switched to dollar coins. Id.
152. Many (though not all) of the nation's six million food and beverage vending
machines already accept the Sacagawea coin (since they were equipped to accept the
SBA). Aversa, supra note 108 (according to the National Automatic Merchandising
Association).
153. Dollar Bank, Cleveland Regional Transit Authority and the U.S. Mint
Encourage Use of Golden Dollar on Ride to Work, PR NEwswIRE, Dec. 20, 2000,
LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File. The coins, along with an information card
on the benefits of the dollar coin, were distributed at the Triskett, Windmere and
Tower City stations. Id.
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note.' Virtually every other Western economy has already made
a similar conversion.155
Given America's fondness for the convenience of paper
notes, there will undoubtedly be public resistance to any switch.1"6
However, various alternatives are available to fill the void left by
the dollar note. For example, consumers could turn to the
overlooked $2 note or use their debit and credit cards in routine
transactions (which would be great news for the banking industry).
The bottom line is that the dollar note has outgrown its usefulness,
and the benefits it provides no longer justify the cost." Unless, of
course, you think the added convenience of the dollar note is
really worth $456 million per year.
RICHARD R. HOLLEY III
154. If no longer produced, the $1 note would disappear from circulation in about
two years. Dollar For a Dollar Penny, $1 Bill Should Become Extinct (OP-ED),
COLUMBUS DISP., Sept. 12,2000,2000 WL 25679414.
155. See Statement of L. Nye Stevens, supra note 3 and accompanying text.
156. If Canada's experience is any guide, most public resistance would only last
between three months and two years. Id.
157. Few people would consider there to be a need for a twenty-five cent note; yet
one dollar in 2001 offers no more purchasing power than a quarter did in the 1960s.
Dollar For a Dollar Penny, $1 Bill Should Become Extinct, supra note 154.
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